
Well-designed chatbots with personalities and clear language are proven to 
create better customer experiences.

Not sure how to get started with conversation design or design a chatbot persona?
Our tailored and interactive workshop will get you up and running fast, and ensure your FAQ Bot 

does a great job of answering your customers’ questions, 24/7.

Who should attend?
It’s great to include staff with a range of 
perspectives, including people who understand, 
your brand, your customers, and your goals in 
implementing a chatbot.

Typical attendees include: 
information/knowledge managers, customer 
service representatives, content creators.

How long will it take?
Four hours – half a day, scheduled to suit.

What will we get out of it?
• A team that’s trained and engaged in   
  conversation design for FAQ Bot.
• A documented identity and personality for
  your bot, including ideas about names,
  values, appearance and language.
• Some examples of your bot’s chit chat
• A documented example set of FAQ on a
  defined topic

0800 484 382faqbot.nz

How much will it cost?
$2,750 + GST
plus travel costs if applicable

FAQ Bot Overview (0.5 hrs)
Make sure everyone’s up to speed with an 
introduction to the FAQ Bot interfaces and
powers.

Designing your bot persona (1.5 hrs)
Create a personality that’s in tune with your 
brand and your customers’ needs.
In this session we’ll:

• share findings from current chatbot user
  research
• help you get started with creating a unique
  personality for your chatbot
• guide you through some design and
  scenario-based exercises that will help you
  decide how your chatbot should look, sound
  and act

Conversation design principles (0.5 hr)
What’s different about writing and designing for 
conversation? In this interactive
presentation we’ll share examples, tips and 
tricks to set you on the path to designing
delightful (rather than frustrating) chat.

From FAQ
to Conversation, fast

FAQ to conversation (1.5 hr)
In this session, a practical follow-on to 
Conversation design principles, we’ll guide you
through the process of designing your first 
conversation. You’ll learn how to organise your
questions and answers and use FAQ Bot’s 
unique features to keep conversations on track.
In this session we’ll:

• Identify a sample set of your FAQ to work
  with in the session (best completed in
advance)
• Using these FAQ, be guided through the
  steps necessary to turn the FAQ into
  botfriendly conversation, including:

Follow up questions
Question variations
Categories
Applying conversation design principles
to your specific FAQ

Your facilitator
Kate Doherty is a senior consultant with 15+ 
years’ experience delivering engaging
communications across a range of media – 
from multilingual websites to chatbots, films and
interactive comics. With a particular interest in 
working at the intersection of technology
and communication, Kate is Theta’s 
conversation design specialist.
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